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9th April 2020 

TEEAM Statement 
 

The Electrical and Electronics Association of Malaysia (TEEAM) welcomed and 

lauded the caring government for the additional allocation under the RM10 Billion 

Enhanced Prihatin Package as timely. This package has certainly increased the number 

of companies receiving Government aid. The enhanced wage subsidy, which now has 

more groupings, provides better relief for more E&E SMEs and micro enterprises, and 

gives them more breathing space although bigger E&E companies with larger workforces 

may still struggle.  

1) 50% Reduction in Revenue/Sales for Wage Subsidy  

TEEAM is of the opinion that some conditions for E&E companies to meet the 

requirements to claim the wage subsidies may be difficult. It would ease the burden of 

civil servants having to vet through applications of companies should the condition of a 

50% reduction in revenue/sales is removed in order to qualify for the wage subsidy. 

Medium and large, E&E companies form an important part of our supply chain in our 

E&E business environment, hereafter, should not be ignored. Hence, these medium and 

large E&E companies should not be tie down to the 50% or more reduction in 

revenue/sales condition too. 

2) Special Relief Funds (SRF) 

TEEAM also recommends that no restriction is imposed for foreign SMEs to access 

Special Relief Funds (SRF). This is because foreign SMEs are investors in our country 

that are providing jobs and income to our locals. This would likewise encourage more 

foreign direct investments with the support given. An additional reduction in the interest 

rates for the RM5 billion SRF from 3.5% to 1.5% besides lowering lending conditions 

and cutting bureaucratic red tape on documents required would be a great relief to 

businesses. 

3) Extend Moratorium to Leases 

Besides that, TEEAM looked forward to the extension of the moratorium to leases for our 

E&E enterprises to meet the short-term cash flows for the continuity and survival of the 

businesses.  

4) E&E Manufacturers to be Allowed to Operate before MCO is Lifted 

Lastly, TEEAM would recommend that licenced E&E manufacturers be allowed to 

operate before the MCO is lifted to help smoothen shortage or delay in the supply chain 
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TEEAM also wished that this is not a one-off package for the business community and 

reviews with feedbacks are carried out now and then as this will aid the E&E industry 

that our economy are dependent on as part of the ecosystem. TEEAM will in our best 

effort always step out to save the economy by keeping jobs and to be in the front line to 

keep supply (and demand) robust. Nonetheless, this would be another testing time for our 

E&E industry, and a chance for us to do our part. 

Thank you. 

 

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

The Electrical and Electronics Association of Malaysia 

 
Siew Choon Thye 

President 

 

 

 
ABOUT TEEAM 

 

The Electrical and Electronics Association of Malaysia (TEEAM) is the national representative 

body of the Electrical and Electronics (E&E) industries in Malaysia. TEEAM was established in 

1952 and it aims to work closely with all Government departments, statutory bodies and the 

private sector to ensure and promote orderly growth and development of the E&E industries. Our 

members are the backbone of the E&E essential products & services. TEEAM participates 

actively in national development through assisting the Government to shape policies and 

regulations that affect the combined E&E industry. As the industries’ leading body, TEEAM is 

well represented in various Government Ministries and related Agencies. TEEAM plays a key 

role in supporting our members’ diverse needs by representing their views. TEEAM has over 

1,900 members who have created many job opportunities and have positively contributed to the 

Malaysian economy.  
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